WE ALL HAVE SOMETHING TO GIVE.
TEACH GENEROSITY.
Hello, I’m [name], and I’m a philanthropist.

Insert a photo of the YACer who is presenting — preferably one of him/her with their YAC group doing a service project.
Grants

Money given as a gift for a specific purpose:

- **Big grants:** A new building for a nonprofit
- **Medium grants:** Buy a delivery truck for a food bank
- **Small grants:** Help bring an educational program to a community center

I can look for a generic photo of a grant of one of these types in action, or if you have one you think would fit, I’m happy to add it.
Mini-grants

- [Amount] to [nonprofit] for [purpose]
- [Amount] to [nonprofit] for [purpose]
- [Amount] to [nonprofit] for [purpose]
Service projects

- [Project] for [nonprofit] to [how it helped]
- [Project] for [nonprofit] to [how it helped]
- [Project] to [nonprofit] to [how it helped]
Today’s challenges:

• Most of us don’t think beyond ourselves.

• We feel anxious and disconnected.

• We have little experience or opportunity with taking responsibility to address conflict and challenges.
Classroom solutions:

• Students learn about their communities and how they can help others with their time and talent – their unique gift.

• Giving promotes happiness and purpose, while teaching the givers that they are a vital part of something bigger.
Why should we learn about generosity?

- Learning to be generous aligns knowledge and skills with students' innate caring.
- It develops the vital social-emotional skills we need in our community and in our workforce.
How do you learn to build community?

• You learn about how we’re all connected.
• You look at the bigger picture.
• You have to work together — no one can do it alone.
Let’s untie a human knot!
Congratulations!
You did it!
Caring + Action:

• What do you already know about your community?

• What do you already care about in your community?

• Do you see any problems? Any needs? Anything that needs to be fixed?

• Do you have ideas about how to solve those problems?
Learning to Give + YAC:

- Mini-grants for $XXX-$XXX
- Projects such as:
  - [example of a type of classroom service project]
  - [example of a type of classroom service project]
  - [example of a type of classroom service project]

Insert a photo of a classroom mini-grant project in action, funded by your YAC.
Get started!

- Connect with Learning to Give and search lesson plans across subject areas
- Do the Map Your Heartbreak activity with students
- TeachOne lesson
- Choose a service-learning project
- Explore a mini-grant for your project through YAC
Thank you!